Liquid State Machine (LSM) is one of reservoir computing models and due to universal computing capability its application and improvement attract researchers. Meanwhile development of measurement technology reveals the existence of specific structure in brain networks, such as scale-free, small-world, and modular properties, which contribute to higherorder brain functions such as cognition and memory. In this paper, we apply various network models to a recurrent neural network of an LSM and investigate the relationship between structural properties and accuracy of discrimination. Results suggest that modularity of a recurrent neural network enhances discrimination capability of LSM.
Introduction
Liquid State Machine (LSM) is one of reservoir computing models [1] and has been applied to various applications, such as image processing [2] . An LSM consists of input units, output units, and a recurrent neural network called liquid. A liquid can have an arbitrary structure with random weights of connections. Differently from general neural network models of machine learning, only weights of connections from a liquid to readout units are trained. An LSM is considered to have universal computational capability despite its simple architecture. LSM is said to be able to model the cerebellum well [3] Although a liquid can be a fully random network as far as it exhibits different firing dynamics for different inputs, which is called separation property [1] , there have been several attempts to improve the performance of an LSM. For example, for better understanding of various dynamics of a liquid, in [4] the authors propose FDR (Fisher's Discriminant Ratio) as a measure of separation property and conduct optimization of parameters and synaptic weights of neurons in a liquid by a genetic algorithm. In [5] , the authors focus on distribution of synapse weights and suggest that the greater variance of the distribution brings the better separation property. They also propose a design method for a liquid to have sufficient separation property with less synaptic connections. In [6] , the authors improves the separation property in discrimination of real speech data by introducing Hebbian learning of synaptic weights of a liquid. Meanwhile, development of measurement technology of the brain reveals the existence of specific structure, such as scale-free, small-world, and modular in brain networks [7] [8] [9] . Furthermore, it is suggested that these structural properties contribute to higher-order brain functions such as cognition and memory [9, 10] . Therefore, in an LSM as a model of cortical local circuit, we can expect performance enhancement by introducing those properties to a liquid. However the relationship between network structure and discrimination capability has not been revealed yet.
In this paper, we first create networks with different structural properties using various network generation models and apply them to a liquid of LSM. Next, we compare these generation models from various perspectives such as modularity, clustering coefficient, and betweenness centrality. After that, we evaluate the discrimination capability using delayed readout tasks and a rate estimation task, and investigate structural properties contributing to the discrimination capability by principal component analysis. Based on findings, we also propose new network generation models to test other combinations of structural properties that existing generation models cannot have. Through comprehensive analysis, finally we reveal that modularity and recurrentness contribute to high discrimination capability.
Liquid State Machine
An LSM consists of input units, a liquid, i.e. a recurrent neural network, and a readout unit as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The input u(t) is given to all or a part of neurons in a liquid from the outside. An input can be any form, such as a step function, an impulse, a pulse, or a spike train. A liquid of an LSM M plays a role of a filter, called a liquid filter L M , which maps the input u(t) to the internal liquid state x M (t), where x M (t) = (L M u)(t). Since a liquid is a recurrent neural network, the liquid state x M (t) is a function of the input u(s) (s ≥ t). The output y(t) is obtained from the liquid state x M (t) by a memoryless mapping function f M as y(t) = f M (x M (t)). To obtain an output corresponding to inputs, an LSM must be trained. In the training stage, weights of connections between neurons of a liquid does not change, but only weights of connections from neurons of a liquid to a readout unit is regulated. In other words, a readout function f M is trained or adjusted to map liquid state x M (t) to desired output y(t), while keeping a liquid filter L M as it is. So that an LSM is an effective classifier, it has to have two fundamental properties, called the separation property, that is, a liquid shows sufficiently different liquid states x M (t) for different inputs u(t), and the approximation property, that is, a readout unit appropriately maps liquid state x M (t) to desired output y(t). Thus as far as those properties are fulfilled, by using mapping functions f M i each of which is independently trained for designated task i, various output y i (t) can be extracted from the same liquid state x M (t) simultaneously. For details, please refer to [1] . In this paper, our focus is on the separation property which a liquid must have, because the approximation property can be accomplished by using a high performance classifier residing outside of a liquid.
Evaluation condition
In this paper, there are one, two, or four input units in task A, B, and C, respectively. Each of an input unit is individually connected to randomly chosen 30 % of neurons of a liquid. Moreover, there is one output unit, which is connected from all neurons of a liquid. In this section, we describe the neuron model, the network generation models of a liquid, and tasks used in evaluation. Table I summarizes parameters used in this paper.
Neuron model
In this paper, a recurrent neural network of a liquid consists of Leaky Integrate & Fire (LIF) neurons as in [1] . Temporal change in membrane potential v i of neuron i is defined as follows,
Here, τ m is the time constant, τ m = RC where R is the resistance and C is the capacitance, and I i (t) is the current given by spikes from other neurons as described later. An LIF neuron fires at the time t f i when the membrane potential exceeds the threshold value θ. After firing, the membrane potential drops to a constant potential v r (v r < θ) and then the membrane potential is maintained during refractory period Δ abs .
The input current I i (t) to neuron i is given by,
Where I con is the constant current. In addition, I i,syn (t) is the current given by a firing neuron connected to neuron i. I i,syn (t) exponentially decays as in [11] , but for easier observation of dynamics, we adopt a simplified alpha function as follows.
Here, j is a neuron with a connection to neuron i, w ji is its weight, τ s is exponential decay time constant, and Δ ax is the transmission delay, respectively. Figure 2 shows examples of changes in membrane potential v i when input I i,syn (t) is given to an excitatory neuron and an inhibitory neuron in the settings in Table I . Here, both neurons have a connection from an input which fires at 0, 20, and 40 ms. 
Network model
In this section, we describe generation models of a recurrent neural network of a liquid and metrics to quantify structural properties. Here, a neuron is called a node and a synaptic connection is called a link.
Network generation model
In this paper, we use five generation models, i.e. Random, Erdős-Rényi (ER) [1, 12] , Barabási-Albert (BA) [13] , Ring, and Watts-Strogatz (WS) [14] , known in the complex network field, connectome obtained by measurement (Brain) [15, 16] , its generation model (HC) [17] , and four new models proposed to generate various modular networks. In any network generation model, there should be at most only one link in the same direction between the same pair of nodes. N is the number of nodes and E is the number of links. In Random, Brain, ER, HC, starBA, moduleBA, moduleBA5, starLR, and moduleER networks are not necessarily connected. There are dis-joint sub-networks and isolated nodes. However, since those parts can generate and maintain various dynamics reflecting given inputs, which contributes to discrimination, we do not exclude them from evaluation.
• Random model : Select two nodes a and b at random. If there is no link from node a to node b, generate a link from node a to node b. Repeat this operation until the number of links reaches E. An example of a network generated by Random model is shown in Fig. 3 . Red and blue nodes mean excitatory and inhibitory neurons, respectively, and the size of a node represents the number of incoming and outgoing links.
• ER model : In this paper, we first place nodes at grid points in a 3D space ({(x, y, z)|x, y, z ≤ 10, x, y, z ∈ N}). Here, N is a set of natural numbers. Next, select two nodes a and b at random. Whether to make a link from node a to node b is determined using a probability according to the distance between nodes by Eq. (8) [1] .
Here, D(a, b) is the euclidean distance between nodes a and b and λ is a normalization factor. C is a parameter depending on whether nodes a and b are excitatory (E) or inhibitory (I). Specifically, C EE = 0.3, C EI = 0.2, C IE = 0.4, and C II = 0.1, where C EI means node a is excitatory and b is inhibitory for example [1] . By Eq. (8) nodes in proximity are likely to be connected while distant nodes rarely have a connection. Such distance-dependent connectivity is quite natural in general and a neural network of the brain is considered to follow a similar discipline. An example of a network generated by ER model is shown in Fig. 4 .
• BA model : First we generate a complete graph of m nodes. After that, one new node is added and connected to n (n ≤ m) nodes stochastically selected from those nodes in the network. By repeating this step, a network of N nodes is constructed. The probability with which node i is selected is given by,
Here, k i is the degree of node i, i.e. total number of incoming and outgoing links. The degree distribution p(k) of this model is estimated as Eq. (10) .
This equation means that a generated network has the scale-free property. An example of a network generated by BA model is shown in Fig. 5 .
• Ring and WS models : WS model can generate a network with small-world property. Small world property is characterized by short average path length, along with high clustering coefficient [14] . First all nodes are arranged in a circular layout and each node is connected to the nearest E N nodes. The generated initial network is called a Ring model in this paper. Next rewire each link with probability p by changing a destination node to a randomly chosen node from those unconnected from the origin node. We call a network generated with rewiring probability p = 0.2 as WS0.2 and one with p = 1.0 as WS1.0. Note that WS1.0 is different from Random because the former guarantees every nodes have at least E N links resulting in more regular structure. Furthermore, a network with smaller p has higher regularity than one with larger p. As such, the average path length is larger and the clustering coefficient is larger when p is small. On the contrary, because rewiring makes shortcuts, the average path length decreases while keeping the clustering coefficient large with larger p. An example of networks generated by WS model, i.e. Ring, WS0.2, and WS1.0, is shown in Fig. 6 .
• Brain model : We use cerebral cortex and subcortical networks estimated from measurement of actual brains [16] . The data set contains 423 networks of healthy 22 to 35 year old male and female. A target area is divided into 1015 ROIs and one ROI (Regions of Interest) is regarded as one node. Links between ROIs are estimated based on high-quality functional-and high-angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) MRI data. The numbers of nodes and links ranges from 1015 to 1015 and from 3305 to 4835, respectively. Their averages are 1015 and 4052, respectively. Some networks are disconnected, where there are two or more disjoint sub-networks or isolated nodes. In this paper, 100 networks are used in ascending order of subject ID from 423 networks.
• HC model : In this paper, a model proposed in [17] , which can generate a network similar to human brain connectome, is called a human connectome (HC) model. First, HC generates several bidirectional links among N nodes. After that, a link is generated from node a to node b with the probability p ab .
Here, η and γ are parameters. Γ a\b is a set of nodes having links from node a except for node b. Therefore, a pair of nodes who have the same or similar neighbors are likely to be connected. As a result, a network have many triangle structures in which three nodes are connected with each other. An example of a network generated by HC model is shown in Fig. 7 .
• starBA model : We first generate M networks consisting of N −1 M nodes by BA model. Next, in order to connect these M modules, one new node is added as a hub node. Then, n (M < n) nodes are randomly selected and a link with the hub node is generated in a random direction. An example of a network generated by starBA model is shown in Fig. 8 .
• moduleBA model : We first generate M networks consisting of N M nodes by BA model. Next, in order to connect these M modules, randomly select two modules and connect a pair of nodes randomly selected from each module in a random direction. By repeating this, n (M < n) inter-module links are generated. An example of a network generated by moduleBA model is shown in Fig. 9 .
• starLR model : We first generate M networks consisting of N −1 M nodes by BA model, but links are always directed from a new node to existing ones. Therefore, in the intra-module network, the probability that a node has a path to itself is lower than that of moduleBA. Next one node is newly added as a hub node. The hub node is connected with n (M < n) randomly chosen node, whose connection direction is determined at random. An example of a network generated by starLR model is shown in Fig. 10 .
Since networks of Brain have about 1000 nodes and 4000 links on average, parameters are set to have N = 1000 and E = 4000 in all models hereafter. Regarding parameters, m = 5 and n = 4 in BA, λ = 1.5 in ER, η = −0.98, γ = 0.42, ρ = E N (N −1) , and number of initial links is 62 in HC, M = 20 and n = 100 in starBA, moduleBA, and moduleER, and M = 5, n = 100 in starLR, respectively. moduleBA with M = 5 is called moduleBA5.
Metrics of structural properties
To quantify structural properties of a liquid, we use the following metrics: degree, clustering coefficient [14] , betweenness centrality [18] , number of modules, modularity [19] , rich club coefficient [20] , diameter, average path length (APL) [14] , local community paradigm (LCP) correlation [21] , small world propensity (SWP) [22] , and central point dominance (CPD) [18] . In addition, we newly defined the ratio of nodes having a return path as recurrentness.
• Degree : Degree is the number of links that a node has with other nodes in a network. The degree k i of node i is defined by Eq. (12) .
Here, S N is a set of all nodes. A is an adjacency matrix whose entry A ij is 1 if there is a link from node i to node j, and 0 otherwise. Since a higher degree node has more links in a network, the degree is a simple but effective metric to measure the magnitude and importance of the influence of the node in the network [23] .
• Clustering coefficient :
The clustering coefficient C i shows the density of links between nodes adjacent to node i. The clustering coefficient C i of node i is given by Eq. (13) .
Here, e i is the number of links between nodes adjacent to node i and k i is the degree of node i. A high clustering coefficient indicates existence of locally strong connections [14] . Moreover, a high clustering coefficient means that there are multiple detours between a pair of nodes, which suggests that there is route redundancy and thus a network is robust to failures.
• Betweenness centrality : Betweenness centrality g i shows the degree that node i is included in the shortest path of all node pairs. The betweenness centrality g i is given by Eq. (14).
Here, S N is a set of all nodes, s and t are nodes different from i, σ st is the total number of shortest paths from node s to node t, σ st (i) is the total number of paths passing through node i among the shortest paths from node s to node t. A high betweenness centrality indicates that a node contributes more to communication between nodes. As such once the node with a high betweenness centrality fails paths become longer or even disconnected. Consequently, signal propagation will take more time or even becomes impossible. A high-degree node is likely to have a high betweenness centrality, but it is not always true.
• Modularity : Nodes in a network can be divided into densely connected node sets. Each set of nodes is called a module. The modularity Q of a network can be evaluated by Eq. (15) .
Here, e ii is the ratio of the number of links existing in module i to the total number of links, a i is the ratio of the number of links connected with any node belonging to module i to the total number of links. The modularity Q quantifies how dense inner-module connection is in comparison with sparse inter-module connection. To obtain Q, modules constituting a network first have to be identified. For this purpose, we use Newman's method [19] to divide a network into modules to maximize Q. At first, each node forms a module by itself, and calculate Q.
Next, two modules are merged. Modules to merge are selected from all possible pair of modules in such a way that after the merger Q becomes the largest. By repeating this until Q does not increase anymore, we finally obtain a set of modules and the corresponding modularity Q.
Since, it is computationally expensive to calculate Q when merging every two modules (i, j), the amount of change ΔQ is used instead as the measure to maximize [19] .
By doing so, after merging two modules, it is only necessary to calculate ΔQ of the new merged module and the other modules, and the calculation cost can be reduced. When ΔQ becomes zero or less for all pair of modules, the modularity Q is calculated for generated modules.
• Rich club coefficient : The rich club coefficient φ(k) is a metrics that shows the degree of coupling between high degree nodes such as hubs in a network. The rich club coefficient φ(k) of degree k is given by Eq. (17).
Here, E ≥k is the total number of links between nodes of degree k or more, N ≥k is the total number of nodes of degree k or more. In this paper, we use the 3 4 quartile of degree of all nodes in a network as threshold degree k. A high rich club coefficient means that hi-degree nodes are tightly connected with each other.
• Path length and diameter : The path length l i,j is the number of nodes which the shortest path from node i to node j contains. If there is no path from node i to node j, l i,j is set at the number of all nodes N in this paper. The path length indicates the cost such as time and energy in signal propagation between a pair of nodes. The average path length L of a network is derived by Eq. (18).
Here, P is a set of node pairs between which a path exists. The diameter D is given by Eq. (19) .
The diameter shows the maximum cost that a signal propagates between a pair of nodes without loop or detour.
• LCP correlation : The LCP (local community paradigm) correlation shows the correlation between the number of nodes and the number of links in the common adjacent node set of two nodes [21] . The LCP correlation LCP corr is given by Eq. (20) .
Here, cov(CN, LCL) is the covariance of CN and LCL, σ CN and σ LCL are the standard deviations of CN and LCL, Γ(x) is a set of nodes adjacent to node x, and d s is the number of links that node s has with nodes belonging to CN . LCP corr shows the Pearson correlation coefficient between CN and LCL. In [21] , high LCP corr said to be related with rapid delivery of information and local processing. It has also been confirmed that LCP correlation is high in social networks and biological networks whereas LCP correlation is low in atomic level networks and transportation networks [21] .
• Small-world propensity (SWP) : The SWP is a metrics of small-worldness of a network [22] . The SWP ψ is given by Eq. (25) .
Δ c = max 0, min 1,
Δ l = max 0, min 1,
To derive the SWP, a Ring network and a Random network are first constructed, where the number of nodes and links are the same as a network to be evaluated. C ring , C rand , and C obs are the clustering coefficient of the Ring network, the Random network, and the network to be evaluated, respectively. L ring , L rand , and L obs are the average path length of those networks. Therefore, when a network to be evaluated has a high clustering coefficient close to a Ring network and a small average path length close to a Random network, an SWP becomes high.
In [22] , a network with SW P > 0.6 is said to have the high small-worldness. The SWP of a Random or Ring network is 0.29 on the contrary.
• Central point dominance (CPD) : The CPD indicates existence of a super-hub node having very high betweenness centrality than all the other nodes. It is given by Eq. (27) .
Here, g i is the betweenness centrality of node i, and B max is the maximum value of B i , i.e. B max = max(B i ). Therefore, a network with CP D = 0 is a perfect graph, while a network with CP D = 1 is a star graph. A low CPD indicates that a network is less centralized and consequences of failure of hub nodes is reduced. On the other hand, in a network with high CPD information flows are mediated by a small number of nodes.
• Recurrentness : Recurrentness R is a metric that we newly define to measure the ratio of nodes having a loop path. It is defined by Eq. (28).
Here, r i is a binary variable indicating whether there is a path from node i to itself (1) or not (0). Thus a high recurrentness means that a signal circulates in a network and affects the network dynamics for long duration of time.
Since degree, clustering coefficient, and betweenness centrality are metrics for nodes, as the structural properties of the entire network, we use the third quartile and maximum for the degree and the average for the clustering coefficient and betweenness centrality, respectively. Table II summarizes averages of 100 topologies generated for each model.
Delayed readout task
A delayed readout task is a classification task to classify an input after a certain period of time from when the input is given. We conduct two tasks, i.e. discriminate presence or absence of an input, called task A, and discriminate which input unit gives an input to neurons in a liquid, called task B. Those tasks are very simple two-class classification which can be accomplished by using a simple linear discrimination algorithm at a readout unit. The simplicity allows us to more directly evaluate the separation property of a liquid without influence of implementation of a readout algorithm, which is related to the approximation property of an LSM. As a readout algorithm, we adopt Fisher's linear discrimination [24] , which will be explained later. In [4] , they use the Fisher Discrimination Ratio (FDR) as a measure of the separation property of LSMs. We first set random initial membrane potential and run an LSM for 100 cycles of 110 ms. During initial 10 ms of each cycle, whether to give an input or not (task A) or an input unit giving an input (task B) is randomly chosen. Each input units is synaptically connected to randomly selected 30 % of liquid neurons. A unit fires at every Δt or 10 ms of the beginning of a cycle when it is selected to give an input. Membrane potentials of connected neurons change by Eq. (5) . We obtain x M (t), a series of firing activity (1 or 0) for all neurons for 100 cycles, that is, training data. At the top of Fig. 11 , we illustrate an example of training data in task B for four cycles. During the first 10 ms (indicated by a purple band and "input 1") of the first and fourth cycles, an input is given from an input unit to a pre-determined set of neurons. Regarding the second and third cycles, during durations of green bands ("input 2"), an input is given from another input unit to another pre-determined set of neurons. Neurons exhibit different firing activities by being influenced by given inputs and past conditions. In Fig. 11 , red and blue dots mean excitatory or inhibitory neurons fire at that time, respectively.
Next, we apply an exponential kernel (Eq. (29)) to training data of each cycle for continuation.
Here, x i (t) is the firing activity of neuron i at time t, which is 1 if neuron i fires and 0 otherwise. T decay is the time constant which is empirically assumed as T decay = 10 ms in this paper. Then, to evaluate the discrimination accuracy of readout with delay of d ms (0 ≤ d ≤ 100), we obtain a state vector s(d) = {s 1 (10 + d), s 2 (10 + d) , . . . , s N (10 + d)} for each cycle. A set of state vectors is used to determine the projection direction w and the threshold θ of Fisher's linear discrimination (FLD) for each of readout delay as shown in the upper half of Fig. 11 .
Next, test data of another 100 cycles are obtained using random initial membrane potentials and a random input sequence as shown in the lower half of Fig. 11 . By using the projection direction and the threshold determined on training data, discrimination is performed. Then, by comparing the output with the actual input, the accuracy of discrimination is evaluated as shown at the bottom of Fig. 11. 
Fisher's linear discrimination
Fisher's linear discrimination is a method to find the boundary surface that maximizes the degree of separation between classes when multidimensional data belonging to one of two classes are projected in one dimension [25] . Regarding task A, for example, class 1 and 2 correspond to a case where an input is given and there is no input, respectively. Assuming that data belonging to class 1 is x i , e.g. a state vector of cycle i where an input is given, data belonging to class 2 is y i , and the number of data belonging to each class is N 1 and N 2 , respectively, the interclass scattering matrix S b is given by Eq. (31).
Here, P 1 and P 2 are ratios of data belonging to classes 1 and 2 defined as, P 1 = N 1 N 1 +N 2 and P 2 = N 2 N 1 +N 2 , respectively. µ 1 and µ 2 are averages of data belonging to classes 1 and 2, respectively. µ 0 is the average of all data. Thus,
The inner class scattering matrix S w is given by Eq. (32).
Here, Σ 1 and Σ 2 are the covariance matrices of classes 1 and 2, defined as,
The coefficient w that gives the largest degree of data separation between classes is given by Eq. (33).
The projections w · s(d) of the state vector s(d) obtained using w are sufficiently separated for each class if the classes can be linearly separated. Therefore, by setting the threshold θ, it is possible to predict the classes 1 and 2 depending on whether or not the projection w · s(d) exceeds θ even for a state vector s(d) whose class is unknown. The threshold θ when classifying classes 1 and 2 is given by Eq. (34) .
Here, μ 1 = w T µ 1 and μ 2 = w T µ 2 , which represent the average of each class after projection. Also,
which represent the variance of each class after projection. In this paper, a value closer to the average μ 0 = w T µ 0 of all data after projection is used as the threshold among the two thresholds obtained by Eq. (34) [24] .
Rate estimation task
A rate estimation task, called task C, is a quantification task. Four input units continuously give non-stationary Poisson spike trains to their connected neurons [1] . They follow independent Poisson process but are based on the identical function Λ(t) as illustrated in Fig. 12 . A readout unit estimates Λ(t) by observing the state of a liquid at time t + d, where d is readout delay.
The rate function Λ is defined as,
Here, parameters are set as F = 90, G = 25, and f = 0.35 with reference to [1] . Based on Λ(t), the probability p(t|t i−1 ) that input unit i generates a spike at time t after generating the previous spike at time t i−1 is defined as, 
In evaluations, we first run an LSM for 6 sec from the random initial membrane potential, where the first 100 ms is used for initialization. Next similarly to tasks A and B, we obtain state vectors s(d) (0 ≤ d ≤ 900) from firing activity in the remaining 5.9 s. Then, for each of readout delay d, we further obtain pairs of state vector s(d) and Λ(t) every 0.5 ms. As a readout algorithm, we apply the Ridge regression, which is a linear regression algorithm to minimize the sum of the square error and the L2 norm of the coefficient, and derive weight parameters of linear regression. After that, test data are obtained using the random initial membrane potential and the randomly initialized rate function. A readout unit derives the estimation Λ (t) by using trained weight parameters. Finally, the correlation between output Λ (t) and the actual rate Λ(t) is evaluated.
Results and Discussion
First we overview relation between accuracy and structural properties of generation models. Then, we discuss structural properties contributing to high discrimination capability in more details. Figure 13 shows average accuracy in 100 networks for each model for readout delay from 0 ms to 100 ms in tasks A and B. When readout delay is small, accuracy is high in any generation model. This is because influence of an input strongly remains in observed dynamics. On the other hand, when readout delay is large, there appears a difference in the change in accuracy depending on the model. Figure 14 shows average correlation in 100 networks for each model for readout delay from 0 ms to Fig. 13 . Accuracy in delayed readout task. 900 ms in task C. Our main focus is on the maximum correlation coefficient, but we observe that peaks of correlation coefficient differ among models. It reflects the difference in the speed that the influence of input propagate a liquid and change the firing activity as a whole. Regarding a structural property, the average path length (APL) corresponds to the speed of influence propagation. For example, a peak comes the latest for Ring, which has the longest APL in Table II . A reason that there is no significant peak difference in Fig. 13 is that tasks A and B are to estimate whether or where an input is given and as such detection of the instantaneous change in firing activity of neurons is necessary. On the other hand, task C is to estimate the rate of input spike trains, i.e. input intensity. Thus, the whole activity is more meaningful for estimation. ER has high accuracy regardless of task or readout delay. It is because that an ER network has a specific feature having more inhibitory-excitatory connections than the others as shown in Fig. 15 , which summarizes the average ratio of types of connections. Since inhibitory neurons suppress activity of excitatory neurons, the firing activity is lower than the other models except for Brain and starLR as shown in Fig. 16(b) . The low firing activity contributes to discrimination accuracy. In general, an input raises firing activity of a network. At the same time, there is limitation in the maximum firing activity because of a refractory period. Therefore, when intrinsic firing activity without an input is too high and close to the limitation, there is no room to organize different firing activity, that is, dynamics, according to different inputs in tasks A and B and different input intensity in task C. This is one of reasons why accuracy is relatively low in task A with BA, WS0.2, and HC. Furthermore, non-regular structure contributes to generation of various dynamics. In addition, modular structure enables inputdependent dynamics generation. The modular structure of ER (see Table II ) means that there are dense synaptic connections within each module while inter-module connection is rather sparse. As a result, each module can have unique and input-dependent dynamics without being influenced by other modules. Thus, the dynamics of modules where an input is given changes more than other modules in tasks A and B. In task C, the modular structure contributes to generation of input-dependent dynamics in module networks, because the small size enables the dynamics of a module network to respond to the amount and change of input intensity fast. When there are too many connections from input units to a module network, its activity becomes always high independently of the rate Λ. However, there are modules which exhibit input-dependent activity change in a liquid. Therefore, by observing dynamics of all modules, it is possible to identify a difference in inputs. On the other hand, in a flat network without modular structure such as Ring, the influence of an input is more likely to propagate to the whole independently of where it is given, which makes discrimination difficult in task B. In the case of task C, the influence of inputs slowly and uniformly propagates throughout a liquid while inputs are continuously given. As a result, the dynamics cannot reflect the amount and change of the input intensity very well and the correlation becomes low. In the above discussion, it is suggested that non-regular structure, modularity, and low firing activity of ER bring high discrimination accuracy. However, none of these alone guarantees high accuracy. For example, Ring with higher modularity than ER has very low accuracy. It is because the regular structure prevents generation of various dynamics corresponding to different inputs. In addition, in task C, the liquid state only reflects the average intensity of inputs, because input spikes come after another during slow influence propagation of preceding inputs due to large APL. WS0.2 also has high modularity, but 80 % regular connections mean that module networks have regular structure. As a result, the accuracy and the correlation become low. Thus, structural randomness or complexity is more important than modularity. For example, Random and WS1.0 have middle accuracy and correlation because of their random structure although their lower modularity means relatively flat structure. Besides, it is apparent that too low firing activity is harmful. It is not possible to derive information from a silent network.
Overview
The proposed models, i.e. starBA, moduleBA, moduleBA5, and starLR, have very high modularity and structural complexity. In addition, they and ER have higher rich club coefficient than Random, Ring, WS0.2, and WS1.0. Among these, the accuracy of starBA, moduleBA, and moduleBA5 is high in task A but at the middle in task B. The high rich club coefficient of them means high-degree neurons actively interact with each other and activate each other. Moreover, these proposed models have higher maximum degree than ER. Because of the high maximum degree and the high betweenness centrality, their excessive activity affects the whole network and network dynamics becomes rather uniform among different inputs. As a result, the discrimination accuracy in tasks B becomes low, whereas in task A discrimination is still possible due to significant difference in the level of activity. In task C, they show different behavior as shown in Fig. 14. In task C, as discussed above, the dynamics of a liquid has to reflect not only the amount but the change in input intensity. The modular structure of the proposed models contributes to high correlation similarly to ER. A reason that moduleBA5 has the lowest correlation is the smallest number of modules, in other words, the largest module networks, among proposed models. Module networks of starBA and moduleBA are both generated by BA, but a difference in inter-module connection makes the superiority between them. There are direct intermodule connections in moduleBA, but interaction among modules is mediated by a hub node in starBA. That is, in moduleBA a module network receives direct influence of other modules and is affected by their dynamics. On the other hand, a hub node in starBA relays integrated or averaged activity of modules to each module network. Therefore, each module can maintain its unique and input-dependent dynamics, which results in higher correlation. The separation of modules makes starBA outperform ER. Modules in ER are organized as a consequence of establishment of short connections. Thus, borders of module networks are rather ambiguous and long connections allow direct inter-module interaction. In addition, the number of modules is smaller in ER than in starBA as shown in Table II . StarLR has similar structure with starBA, but module networks have much lower recurrentness. The low recurrentness means that the influence of input does not circulate in a module network and easily disappears. As a result, the correlation becomes low. However, the low recurrentness has an advantage in tasks A and B, as discussed below. Although starBA, moduleBA, and moduleBA5 have high or middle accuracy and correlation, those of BA itself are low in all tasks. BA has a high rich club coefficient similarly to the proposed models. However it has much higher maximum degree resulting in high activity and much lower modularity meaning flat structure, which spoil discrimination capability.
Brain and starLR also have high modularity and irregular structure. Furthermore, they are similar with each other and different from the others regarding low recurrentness and low betweenness centrality. These models with low recurrentness have less loop paths than the other models. Neurons that do not belong to any loop path are activated only by influence of a direct input or neighboring neurons. That is, they do not activate themselves. As a result, Brain and starLR have low activity than the others as shown in Fig. 16 . The low activity leaves room for emergence of variety of dynamics. Since Brain and starLR have high modularity and structural irregularity, they can effectively use the room and organize input-dependent various dynamics, which brings high accuracy as shown in Fig. 13 . Achievement of high discrimination capability with low firing rate of Brain supports energy-efficient computation in the brain.
HC is similar to Brain regarding LCP correlation and modularity, but its accuracy is lower in all tasks due to intensive firing activity caused by more EE connections (Fig. 15 ). Their structural difference is in CPD, clustering coefficient, and recurrentness. Although the recurrentness is higher than Brain, moduleBA with LCP correlation, CPD, and clustering coefficient more similar to Brain has higher accuracy than HC. However, ER has high accuracy whereas those properties are different from Brain.
In the next section, to clarify the similarity and difference among models and identify properties contributing to discrimination, we conduct principal component analysis. In Fig. 17 , it can be seen that Brain and starLR, whose accuracy is high in tasks B and C, are similar with each other. However, they are different from ER in both components. Based on Fig. 18 , networks are characterized by recurrentness, modularity, LCP correlation, and CPD. Among these, Brain and starLR are similar in recurrentness and Brain and ER are similar in modularity (see Table II ). Therefore, recurrentness and modularity contribute more to discrimination capability than other properties. starBA and starLR are unique for their high CPD. Among those four properties, they are largely different in recurrentness. Therefore, recurrentness affects discrimination capability but CPD does not. LCP correlation seems irrelevant with discrimination capability, because there is no strong relation among them.
Principal component analysis
Recurrentness determines how much and how long influence of an input circulates and remains in a network. Therefore, too high recurrentness is harmful because it generates ever-lasting intensive firing activity, which makes discrimination difficult. In the case of ER where more than 93 % of neurons have recurrent paths, many inhibitory-excitatory connections prevent excessive firing activity. On the contrary, if there is no recurrentness, influence of an input disappears very fast and input-dependent dynamics cannot be organized.
To verify this, we evaluates another generation model, called AR (adjustable recurrentness), using tasks A and B. AR is similar to moduleBA5 but there are two different points. First, when the number of nodes in a module reaches N M R, connections of succeeding new nodes are always directed Fig. 19 . Accuracy of AR model in delayed readout task. from a new node to nodes in a network. Second, in connecting modules, a pair of nodes to connect are selected from the former N M R nodes which are connected to a module in random direction. R (0 < R ≤ 1) is a parameter to regulate recurrentness of a network. In Fig. 19 , results are summarized for different R. Results of Brain, ER, and starLR are also shown for reference. Table III summarizes structural properties of AR model for different R.
In Fig. 19 , it is noticed that there are two groups having different trends. Results of AR with R = 0.01 and 0.1 are rather linear. Although they are above ER, it does not mean existence of high separation property. Especially AR with R = 0.01, firing activity is considerably low and there is no fire without an input as shown in Fig. 20 . A reason that they accomplish high accuracy is our discrimination algorithm, more specifically, exponential convolution in Eq. (29). Temporal convolution compensates lack of continuos firing activity. Furthermore, because of no or less intrinsic firing activity, state vectors clearly and directly reflect an input. On the other hand, when R is large, for example, R = 1.0, accuracy is the lowest.
Modular structure realizes unique and input-dependent dynamics without being influenced by other modules and it contributes to high discrimination capability. Here we consider another generation model called moduleER where module networks constructed using ER are connected with each other by inter-module connections. We first generate M networks consisting of N −1 M nodes by ER model. Next, in order to connect these M modules, randomly select two modules and connect a pair of nodes randomly selected from each module in a random direction. By repeating this, n (M < n) intermodule links are generated. ModuleER with M = 1 corresponds to ER. Figure 21 shows results of a case that the number of modules M is 20. Results of Brain, ER, and moduleBA are also shown for reference. In Fig. 21 , moduleER shows higher accuracy than ER. In moduleER, each module generated by ER can organize more various dynamics corresponding to an input given to a module than moduleBA where BA is used for a module network. In addition, network-wide modularity allows each module to organize and maintain their own dynamics, which contributes to discrimination as discussed above. Therefore, hierarchical modularity enhances discrimination capability.
However, when the number of modules M is too small, a network consists of a few modules and hierarchical modularity becomes low. On the other hand, when M is too large, modularity of each module network decreases and per-module capability of input-dependent dynamic generation deteriorates. To verify this, Fig. 22 shows results for different M . Table IV summarizes average of modularity and number of modules of module networks generated by ER and the whole network. Modularity of the whole network monotonically increases as M increases, whereas modularity and the number of modules in module monotonically decrease. In other words, the increase of network-wide modularity is accomplished at the sacrifice of per-module modularity. However, low modularity in module spoils discrimination capability. Figure 22(b) shows the relationship between accuracy for readout delay of 0.06 s and the number of modules M . We can find that the optimal number of modules is 10. It suggests that there is optimal balance between network-wide modularity and per-module modularity in a liquid with hierarchical modularity.
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated relationship between structural properties of a recurrent neural network and discrimination capability of an LSM. By evaluating discrimination accuracy of delayed readout tasks and correlation of a rate estimation task using a recurrent neural network generated by various generation models and conducting principal component analysis, we revealed that the irregular structure and modularity to generate input-dependent dynamics and the recurrentness to maintain influence of input contribute to discrimination capability of an LSM. We also found that hierarchical modularity further enhances discrimination capability. As future work, for further understanding we plan to perform mathematical modeling and analysis of liquid structure.
